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Declaration
No matter what the discipline or style... They all have a common denominator: the
study to deal with an opponent’s force (energy). Ngo Dac Na is a system based
on the nature of energy (chi). It’s not a system of a specific style but rather of
principles.
It is not confined to movements or specific techniques, rather it encompasses
the laws of physics combined with the nature of energy within the human body.
Since all matter contains energy, both potential and kinetic... These two components are the fundamental building blocks of the Ngo Dac Na System.
As Bruce Lee always liked to express his art as ‘a style without style’; I’d like to say
that the Ngo Dac Na is a system of energy for all styles.
The achievement of greatness is not just obtaining a high level of skill; it is about
choosing to expand and enhance your skill... It’s about sharing what you have
been blessed with.
When we focus on increasing our knowledge and skill, while being humble enough
to pass on our experience… Then those that we share with will not only benefit,
they will surpass us and the cycle will continue for generations to come.
Then and only then, can we achieve the level of greatness that my grandfather
has created for me that I share with you. It is my sincerest hope that you will enjoy
and apply that in which you read... So you too can further improve your system of
training no matter what the discipline.
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NGO DAC NA FUNDAMENTALS

NDN Fundamental Principle
The ultimate goal of any practitioner is to learn to return the
opponent’s energy to them coupled with yours.
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Although, it is a simple idea... Often, it is a difficult one to obtain because our basic
instinct can and usually does conflict with our natural one.

BASIC VS. NATURAL INSTINCT
Our basic instinct is a preprogrammed response that has been instilled in us
from birth on. This subconscious decision is enacted when the person is caught
unaware usually resulting in the body to tense up to try to withstand the impact.
While this helps to a limited effect, it is not always the best method because of
this very reason.
A good example is… Imagine for a moment someone hitting you in the stomach.
A strong stomach can tense up to prevent harm from someone punching you, but
the same reaction to someone stabbing you would have a very different effect.
Natural instinct is one in which we learn how to deal with pressure through
experience i.e. blocking or evading a strike from a stab to the body.
With enough training, our natural instinct can override our basic. However, when
the pressure exceeds our natural ability to handle pressure, our basic instinct will
supersede what our natural instinct couldn’t handle.
This is what I like to call the body’s inherited self-preservation. This instant switch
occurs because our body will revert back to what it is programmed to do when all
else fails, whether it be good or bad. The body will try to survive in that instance.
With the right training, we can increase our natural instinct to handle tension at
high levels. So, that we no longer automatically revert back to the basic because;
our skill has the ability handle pressure at such a level that no one is able to apply
beyond our natural instinct.
In order to achieve this level of skill, we must train in what we call Trinity Training.
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NDN Proverb
One can never get rid of bad habits; they can only
replace them with good ones.
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TRINITY TRAINING
There are three legs of training, which we call Trinity Training. One must train
to develop a balance relationship to control energy; physical, technique, and
sensitivity. Not one is more important than the other, as all three BALANCE each
other as well as BUILD upon each other.
Like the legs of a tripod, each leg represents an area of our training. When one
leg is longer or shorter than the other two or all three are uneven, it could stand
on its own...
However, if an object were placed on top of the tripod... It could become unbalanced
causing the tripod to fail.
It is only when the legs of a tripod are even, that it will achieve optimal performance.
With our training, we also need to balance out these three points because under
pressure, our weakest legs will cause us to crumble, despite how strong the other
two can be.
To understand the importance of the three legs, we must learn their function and
usage. We must understand what the physical, technical, and sensitivity mean to
each other.
As a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, so is a practitioner’s skill limited
within these three key points. Only when we FIND THE BALANCE between the
three legs of training are we able to absorb an opponent’s energy and return it
combined with ours.
This technique not only allows us to generate more power, it also allows us to do
it with less energy spent. This is because, we can learn to absorb energy from our
opponent, couple it with ours and return that combined energy back to them.
Now that is powerful.
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NDN Proverb
The unity of three is greater than the individual parts
summed together.
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THE PHYSICAL
The purpose of the physical is to condition the body to develop speed, power,
balance, flexibility, endurance, and accuracy. The body is made up of bones,
muscles, tendons, ligaments, cartilage, nerves, blood, and joints that all work
together for the body’s movement.
The blood holds its importance in feeding the body the nutrients and oxygen it
needs to function.
The joints allow for flexibility as the cartilage is the flexible connective tissue,
which is found within joints that is held by the ligaments to support it from one
bone to another.
The bone gives our body structure to withstand pressure at the same time it allows
the other tissues to attach itself onto it.
The nerve sends an electrochemical impulse that delivers a signal to create
electrical pulses that tells when a muscle should contract or not which allows for
the movement in our body through the joints.
The tendons are thick rubbery like fibers that are attached from the muscle to the
bone.
The muscles makes up the basic element for developing combat, however the
primary focus should be the development of the tendons.
Speed, power, balance, flexibility, endurance, and accuracy are all attributes that
are intertwined to each other. While each trait holds its own attribute, they are
dependent on each other to help make the body work in precise movement. Kind
of like a drummer playing the drums… While each arm and leg moves in its own
rhythm; they work together to make a harmonious sound.
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The body’s parts can also move independently, however they depend on one
another to create balanced movement. These physical attributes are improved
through a regimen of hard workouts, stretching, and repetition of movements, as
well as an overall healthy lifestyle.
SPEED is defined by the distance an object travels from point A to point B divided
by the time it took to get there.
The faster one can move, the quicker the chance to attack as well as recover to
defend after the attack. Having high speed gives a practitioner the ability to strike
faster, thus reducing the opponent’s time to react or respond back.
The ability to move at higher speeds increases ones inertia, which allows for a
greater impact when striking. Although higher speeds create greater inertia, it is
the ability to accelerate that gives us the penetrating power that drives into an
opponent and will cause the most damage.
POWER is the ability to act or produce an effect. As discussed previously, power
is best performed when we can accelerate our energy just before impact. Not
only do we want to create an accelerated impact, we want to learn how to drive it
several inches past the target.
One of the most common misconceptions that most people get confused is using
strength for power. Besides just hitting with acceleration, creating power is not
just done by how fast one hits, but consists of 3 other factors: where, when,
and how.
For example, hitting someone in the eye would have a greater impact than hitting
someone in the chest.
Since, each person’s body will vary based on size, muscle, and density… Knowing
where to hit can mean the difference of affecting an opponent or being affected
by the opponent. When a person can see a punch coming, he/she can prepare
for the impact thus making the strike less effective.
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This is why one must learn to strike an opponent when they are not ready or least
expecting it. It is natural that when one sees a strike coming, the mind tells the
body to tense up preparing for the impact.
However, if one is not ready or does not see where or when a strike is
coming, then the body’s resistance would be much less. Some of the ways of
striking an opponent off guard is through feigning, disruption of balance, and
counter striking.
The key to balance is having a good center of gravity. The better one’s center, the
faster one can move and recover. Balancing out ones movement not only allows
for better offense and defense, it also allows us to become more efficient as well
as EFFECTIVE.
We would use less energy in our movements, because the body does not have to
waste time in recovering from being out of alignment to maintain its balance.
For example, when standing on one leg, some people have a difficult time
maintaining their balance, especially when trying to kick.
I tell my students all the time that, “Maintaining a good balance is all in your
head.” Literally!
When our body begins to wobble, it is usually because it is our head that is not
stable. Once you can maintain proper control of the head, then the body will
become more at rest rather than trying to correct the head because it is off center.
To maintain proper balance not only requires that the head is at rest in a plumb
like position, while at the same time using the waist to move the body as opposed
to using the shoulders and/or back to get momentum.
Besides balancing one’s body, it is also important to balance out the energy from
an opponent in combat. Too often people say that this technique doesn’t work or
that won’t work when often times it can. More often than not the real problem is
that when they perform the technique, their balance of energy is off.
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There is a balance in force. When we create too much force, it can be taken from
us. When we don’t create enough force, then it can collapse and we could become
overwhelmed. Only when we learn to balance out an opponent’s force with our
own, will we be able to control it. In nature, energy has a tendency to go to the
path of least resistance to balance itself out.
For example, imagine having two soda bottles, one is full while the other is empty.
As we pour the liquid from the full bottle to the empty, there is an exchange. As
the liquid goes in, air must come out. This is a natural balance of energy. If it
wasn’t, then the content would be under pressure creating stress to the bottle.
When one learns how to give to force that is greater than our own and balances
it, then they would be able to control it and guide it off their body. In turn this
allows us to return the force to the opponent with our own force combined.
If we don’t do this, then our body would be under stress in which case, we would
have to be strong enough to withstand the pressure... Thus making strength the
main factor, which then gives the stronger opponent an advantage.
Strength is no longer a deciding factor when the principles of the Ngo Dac Na
System are properly executed.
Flexibility is the ability to move through a full range of motion by means of our
joints and muscles.
Having a greater range of motion allows for less chance of injury. The limitation
of our flexibility lies in the muscles, tendons, and joints. Stretching helps to loosen
these points and allows for the body to reach levels of flexibility with less resistance
in movements.
Less resistance in movement gives the practitioner the ability to move faster.
Moving faster allows for quicker strikes and quicker recovery. While achieving
great flexibility is an advantage to a practitioner, it is the dynamic flexibility one
should focus on.
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Flexibility is the maximum range of motion one is capable of reaching. This can
be achieved through the aid of outside forces that push the body to get there,
e.g. someone pushing your leg as high as they can. However, dynamic flexibility
is the ability to reach that level by one’s own power, e.g. bringing your leg up
without any assistance.
The benefits of having dynamic flexibility are greater muscle control throughout
your movement. Greater control gives one the ability to create more speed, more
speed equals more energy, more energy equals more power.
Endurance is also referred to as stamina. Stamina is the mind and/or body’s ability
to sustain through prolonged effort. While stamina really holds no value in the
early stages of combat, it makes the difference as time passes.
Prolonged exercises help us to increase our endurance. Higher endurance sustains
the body’s energy level to not only last longer, but also aids in maintaining one’s
power of performance as well. Although, good conditioning is a high factor for
keeping one’s stamina... It is not the only deciding factor. Besides, time being a
factor of depleting energy, so is stress.
Stressing the body drains one’s energy and will lessen it rapidly depending on
how much stress is happening at that given time.
That is why one must learn proper techniques to maintain control. Keeping
control allows us to only spend the amount of energy we should when applying
techniques. Thus, reducing the amount of energy spent. This in turn reserves our
energy allowing for longer stamina. This is especially important for sports fighters
as they must learn to pace themselves.
Accuracy is the precision one has in achieving a task. Precision allows one to have
a greater chance to hit its mark. In combat, accuracy allows for optimal impact to
the intended target.
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This skill can only be achieved by good technique as well as feel. Like dancing,
our body develops how to move through natural rhythm. We learn to feel out our
motion as opposed to thinking.
Thinking to act causes delay; feeling creates a natural flow in motion. By repetitive
practice, the body learns to move more precisely through muscle memory.Together,
it creates a union of timing, which allows for higher precision, which then develops
into accuracy. Through repetition and/or breaking down of the body (to a certain
extent), the body will learn/grow from it becoming more efficient and automatic.
Kinetic energy can be harnessed from the body in two manners, through the
muscles or the tendons. The function of muscles is to overcome a resistant force
through what we call our strength. Although, people have achieved great feats
with their strength, it is not the key to generating power, because muscles cannot
contract without an opposing force present. Whether it is passive or active energy,
it does not matter.
Bruce Lee had said, “Big muscles are only good for what it took to get them there.”
So, what does that mean? It means that muscles achieved by lifting weights or
some type of exercise where they are overcoming opposing forces are good for
just that.
This act is good for overwhelming or overpowering an opponent, however it is
not good at generating power. It is only good for overcoming a force. It fails at
generating power, because it is too dependent on having to feel the opposition
before the body can initiate it with its own measure of force.
Tendons serve a different function over the muscles. Although they are tied into
to working with the muscles, they do have their own function. Unlike the muscles,
tendons do not need a resistant force to be applied, thus one can generate energy
without relying on an opponent’s strength.
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While the muscles serve to overcome resistant force, our tendons are designed to
hold force. When we tense the body, it is the tendons were are contracting not
the muscles.
This is how one can generate power, because of the ability to accelerate or what
I like to call explosion through the tendons. This is one of keys to obtaining
maximum damage in a strike. Because of the accelerated motion that delivers like
a penetrating hit as opposed to a driving one.
Studies have shown that the body will lose 50 percent of its energy when it is
under duress during full contraction of the muscles within 30 seconds.
No matter how much one trains the body, it will always fail when the muscles
are stressed to their full potential within that time frame. Not only do muscles
fatigue quickly, they break down as we get older. The same does not hold
true for tendons. Compared to the muscles, tendons last much longer before
reaching failure.
This is yet another key advantage that allows the practitioner to endure stress
for longer periods of time without losing a certain level of power. Although, the
muscles have the ability to overcome resistant force that allows us to overpower
an opponent; it is the tendons that give us the means to inject energy as opposed
to overcoming it.
When we learn to strike through our tendons, we can produce a force of energy
that can become 8 to 10 times more powerful than muscle can produce. Not only
are the tendons capable of producing more power, they are also a key factor in
keeping the body stable both in motion and in rooting.
Because the very ends of our muscle fibers tie into the tendons, they help in
keeping the body steady. These adjustments are kept in check through stabilizing
muscles, which supports our balance as well as accuracy. This group of muscles is
where one needs to train.
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Try this: Stand on one leg, notice you can feel the ankle constantly trying to balance
your body by adjusting to the slight variation of movements in your joints.
The more developed our stabilizing muscles, the quicker and better we can respond
to the change in energy, whether it be an outside force or from within.
One of the most important things practitioners must FOCUS on when training
is to develop a natural movement of the body. The techniques should fluid and
relaxed, yet powerful. While the body has to be strong and powerful, it must
remain flexible. It has to be sensitive, not resistant.
Although developing muscles is a healthy part of our lives, it is not the key to
martial training. Our focus should be in training the tendons. Strong tendons
increase our ability to create accelerated movements, speed, power, endurance,
as well as accuracy.
Tendons will maintain their integrity well into our years, while muscles tend to
lose their potential as time passes. With the proper training, our body will be able
to perform to our will for many years to come. Not only will we be able to achieve
many feats, we will do so with more efficiency and effectiveness.
Conditioning the body is the physical means of expression from our mind,
heart, and soul; it is the expression of our will, it is the mind in motion,
and our thoughts in action.
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SUMMARY
The discipline of training where one can enhance speed, strength and endurance
through the development of muscle, tendon, and cardio by way of stressing and
straining the body.
● The way to move fast, the means to generate power and the ability to
recover under stress are all important elements in controlling the body in
martial arts training.
● Continual commitment will develop bigger and denser muscles, resulting
in increase of strength and speed.
● Tendons contract faster and tighter creating more powerful movements
by means of snapping in motion.
● Muscles become larger and denser which can allow for longer and more
powerful contractions.
● Veins become larger feeding blood into the body allowing for longer
endurance.
● Bones and muscles become denser enabling the body to create as well as
withstand a higher impact.
● Joints become more flexible as well as develop the ability to a create
greater range of motion.
● The more one can control the body, the better the practitioner can
perform his/her techniques.
Training the body gives us the ability to move faster, become more powerful,
recover more quickly, and gives us more flexibility.
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NDN Proverb
Strength is not something an opponent can put on you;
it is something you give them.
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THE TECHNIQUES
Technique is the refinement of how one moves to maximizing output with minimal
input. While training the body is to develop strength, speed, and power... It is the
job of the technique to optimize the performance of the body for both efficiency
as well as effectiveness.
It is the manner in which one controls himself/herself to achieve a goal. Developing
good techniques makes one’s effort seem effortless.
To achieve this goal in the Ngo Dac Na System, one must understand that the key
to achieving this lies mainly in two points on the body: the wrist and the waist.
Upon contact on the arms, energy can only be moved with one of two points;
the wrist or the shoulders. In the Ngo Dac Na System, pressure on the shoulders
should be avoided because the shoulders are not designed to take high level of
straining. It causes one to create force using strength to fight against an opponent
as opposed to redirecting.
By doing this, it allows an opponent to overpower the practitioner because
strength can be defeated by one who is stronger or better skilled. The wrist is the
control to the arm.
Like the head of a snake, it is the leading point of energy which allows for the arm
to move without straining the shoulders.
By utilizing the wrist, energy can be returned to the opponent with minimal effort.
We can control the force of energy present in our arms by sending the pressure
into the opponent through the arcing of the wrist.
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The wrist holds the ability to drive energy from the point of contact into the
opponent by taking stress off the body through the spiraling techniques. This then
transfers the energy from the point of contact and drives it forward into the wrist,
towards their shoulder and ultimately back into the opponent.
Control is easier when one learns to direct force through the wrist.
Imagine that you have a 3 foot pencil (roughly the length or ones arm). If you were
to sign your name, people would grip near the point of the pencil. Now imagine,
if you had to sign your name by holding it at the eraser end… You may be able to
still sign your name, however it would be more difficult and require a great deal of
focus to get close to same results.
The same principle applies when one uses their wrist instead of their shoulder. Like
the head of a snake, the energy from the wrist is what drives the arms forward.
Leading energy forward allows for the arm to expand forward without the
compression feeling when applied through the shoulders. This technique gives
one the ability to return energy without having to strain the arms or body.
Leading through the wrist allows the arms to develop good structural integrity.
Structural integrity is defined as the ability to hold position without straining to
maintain it. With proper structural integrity, the body can be under stress without
having to strain.
Although, the wrists hold high importance to control the energy at hand
(no pun intended), the waist is also very important. While using the wrist
is always a necessity, involving waist is optional from long range striking.
However, it becomes a necessity as the arms draw closer to the body making the
waist just as important as the wrist in close quarters combat. This is because the
arms have a lot of play at long range combat allowing time for the arms to redirect
force as it yields to committed energy.
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Playing at close range loses its play as the distance in the arms are closer to the
body making it very difficult to yield to committed force. This is where the waist
comes into play.
While stepping backwards is an option to gain space, it’s not always the best
option because of two reasons... First, moving backwards is always slower
than it is to move forward. Our body is designed to advance forward much
more efficient than moving backwards.
Try to run a fifty yard dash forward as fast as you can and then try running it
backwards and see which time is faster. The opponent has an advantage stepping
in over one who is drawing back.
Second, is often it would be too late to step backwards, because when
we feel the need to step away, we have already rooted our legs into the
ground. This root occurs because the body didn’t yield to the force in
time and the pressure increases in our arms.
The arms become solid and can only hold strong when the legs are rooted to resist
the force coming into the body. By the time we try to step backwards, it would be
too late as lifting the leg to step backwards would often mean the collapsing of
the body. This is because our body cannot yield and at the same time resist well.
Applying the waist means that one must learn to turn or twist the body to the right
or left from the center of the body. The advantage of this is we create the distance
we need to yield and redirect force at the same time still giving us the ability to
root without any compromise.
The waist not only creates the space we need, it also allows us to absorb energy
from one side of the body and return the energy from the other side. This gives us
the advantage of attacking while defending giving us the ability to counter attack
as opposed to just countering.
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The waist also helps to create an advantage by creating an angle attack that moves
us away, but also deflects the assailant’s attack to another angle. This technique
gives us the advantage, because we are creating shorter distance between the
attacker and the counter attack.
Let’s imagine that an attacker advances towards us and it takes a total distance of
two feet to be able to safely counter attack.
Option 1: we hold our ground and moved him two feet over by turning our waist.
For math’s sake, let’s just say we move one foot per second. It would take us two
seconds to counter him/her.
Option 2: As the attacker advances, we move ourselves away from the attack two
feet to counter distance. That too would take us two seconds.
Option 3: The best method would be to move him one foot over and ourselves one
foot simultaneously by turning our waist. In this case, it would only take us one
second to create the counter attack. This would be a lot faster than the previous
two, because we cut the distance from both parties in half.
The disadvantage would be that we would have to control both him/her
and ourselves at the same time rather than focusing on just one party, but
that’s the purpose of why we train... To develop multitasking skills to handle
various situations.
It is imperative that we develop the ability to handle the different variables that
come our way. Each instance is always different and one cannot predict how one
attacks or counters you or how you will respond to that attack. You must be able
to feel the opponent’s intentions.
I always tell my students, that it’s like a drummer who plays his limbs at different
beats to create one fluid sound. One feels how to play and not force it. It comes
from within and he/she must feel the rhythm and not force it. We too, need to feel
the opponent to know his intentions. This is where the third part of our training
begins: SENSITIVITY.
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SUMMARY
The manner in which how one moves to create the most economical and
optimal performance.
● The ability to naturally move, strike, parry, deflect and/or absorb comes
from muscle memory.
● Control of movement depends on muscle, tendons, nerves, and joints.
● The repetitious movements allow the body to move without thought.
● The more one practices, the more natural one flows.
● Natural fluidity develops continuity of motion.
● Continuity of motion develops timing, rhythm, and control.
● The bases in which one moves lies in three areas: accuracy, precision,
and power that can only come from continually refining one’s
movements.
● Refinement of movements enhances speed, thus creating greater kinetic
energy which in turn develops greater power.
This is the means which refines and optimizes movement.
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NDN Proverb
The good news is all you have to do is learn to use your
wrist and waist; the bad news is all you have to do is
learn to use your wrist and waist.
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SENSITIVITY
Sensitivity is the ability to feel out an opponent upon contact. Although it is a
third of our training, it is often the least focused on by most. With a high level
of sensitivity, one can feel out the intentions of an opponent before they initiate
their actions.
The advantage of feeling out ones intentions is we can control the energy before
it can build itself into maximum potential.
Sensitivity is not as useful from long range fighting e.g. kicking or hit and run type
of moves because one cannot stick to the opponent. This is due to the fact that
they are withdrawing the attack. Sensitivity skill proves its value at mid to close
range combat and especially at grappling range.
The fundamental principle of sensitivity is to develop the feel for three areas;
when, where, and to what extent (how much).
When tells us at what time the opponent is ready to strike or is beginning to
strike. After developing high levels of sensitivity, one can read the changes in an
opponent’s body and limbs. The tension of the arms or the relaxation of them will
create a change in the C.O.P. (Consistency Of Pressure) technique.
The change of pressure from the point of contact can be recognized as aggression
or lack of control (dying or releasing of pressure). Ultimately, this change will tell
the practitioner when their opponent is going to attack.
For instance, people will usually throw body weight behind the strike to create a
heavier force giving it more momentum when striking. And they usually pull back
just a bit to get some speed to drive more force when striking.
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If one can feel this change, they can control that force and either redirect or return
it before it has a chance to drive into them. The importance of knowing ‘when’
gives us the insight to interrupt or counter the attack.
Where indicates what part the opponent is aiming to strike. Knowing ‘where’
gives us many insights, such as whether the attack is high or low, favoring the left
or right side of the body... Which side the opponent is attacking from and what
part of the body the assailant is using.
By connecting to the energy and feeling where the opponent is going with their
attack, we can create a better counter attack. When we can sense where the
opponent is moving to strike, whether to the chest, arms or head or a low strike
to the body or legs. Then we can deflect, absorb, counter, shut down, strike, and/
or return the attack.
Whether the opponent is striking high or low, we can counter where they are
and counter where they are not. The knowledge of ‘where’ tells us what type of
technique we should use, whether to angle, absorb, or redirect in order to return
the attacking energy to the opponent.
To what extent (how much) tells the practitioner how much or how little energy the
opponent is committed to behind their strike. Knowing the extent of the person’s
committed energy allows us to properly give the right amount of energy to
control the opponent. We will give just the right amount by not adding too much
where we become resistant or too little where we lose our structure and collapse
due to the opponent’s force.
By controlling the intent of an opponent, one is able to guide their movement to
maintain control that gives the practitioner the ability to deflect, parry, absorb,
or even shut down an opponent during the transition of movement allowing us to
blend with an opponent’s force. By doing this, we can learn to move as one.
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SUMMARY
Sensitivity is the ability to feel energy by contact from another force.
● Helps the body to move in harmony with opponents.
● Teaches the body to feel three factors of energy: when, where, and how
much.
● Allows control over opponent through contact.
● Tells the body which technique should be applied
● The body learns to act without thought.
● Relies on pressure to feel the force applied.
● Muscles and tendons must learn to hold force and not resist.
This is the means in which one learns to feel and control the opponent while
teaching the body how to find what type of technique one should use during
an attack.
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NDN Proverb
One must first learn to feel to make their opponent squel.
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WHAT MAKES NGO DAC NA UNIQUE?
The Ngo Dac Na System is unique because it is not a system of style, rather it is a
system of energy to enhance any discipline. It is the understanding and application
of energy that makes this system work regardless of your style. By understanding
how energy works and how it works in our body, we need to understand the
fundamental principle of energy. When we learn this basic principle, we can learn
to manipulate the structure of our body to redirect the force using the method we
call T.O.E. (transfer of energy).

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE
The nature of energy wants to go to the path of least resistance.
The nature of energy is universal. By that, we mean that no matter what style or
discipline, all arts need energy to achieve its goal. There are only two types of
energy that exists, kinetic and potential.

T.O.E. (Transfer of Energy)
If you want to learn how to use your arms, you must learn how to use your T.O.E.
It is the ability to move energy from one point of your arm/body and directing it
to another part to create a balance of force that redistributes the energy to both
return and reduce the pressure upon the point of contact.

ULTIMATE GOAL
To return the opponents energy to them coupled with yours.
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NDN Proverb
Don’t be tense; be intense.

Connect:

NDN TERMS & FACTS
There are only two types of motion in existence.
Linear – defined as the quickest way between two points.
Circular – defined as movement consisting of motion traveling in an arc or a
nonlinear path.
*Question: What type of motion do you get when you combine both linear and
circular together? (Answer at bottom page.)

COMBO TERMS
The best defense is a good offense; the best offense is a good defense.
Combine these two os one and you get…

DOFFENSE
Defense – the ability to block, parry, deflect, or avoid and an attack.
Offense – the ability to strike an opponent to stop, injure, or even kill.
This is the best blend one should develop. It is here that one needs to learn to
attack while defending and defend while attacking. The separation of the two
develops delay. Delay may give opponent an advantage to counter or counter
attack.

*Answer: Spiral – the motion of a linear path with the arc of a circle. It is the best
motion for both offense and defense.
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THE WRAIST
The ability to move, recover, attack, to generate speed, and conserve energy while
having optimal performance lies in two points of the body; the wrist and waist.
The source of all movements from the arm should ALWAYS lie in the wrist. The
ability to turn to and from different angles as well as side to side is best performed
from the wrist and waist. The wrist controls the arms while the waist turns
the body.
Like the head of a snake, the wrist is what compels the arms to move without
stressing the body (we’ll talk about the energy behind that in the future).
The waist is what helps the arm alleviate pressure at close quarters.
While both are important, the wrist is most important for energy control. While
the wrist should always be used from any range (long to close to grappling)... The
waist is optional at long range, however it is essential at close range combat. This
is where the waist holds its value to the wrist.
This is because when the hands draw closer to the body, it lacks space which
creates choking points where the hands and arms have no way of moving the
force. The waist creates space for the arms to move by changing angles through
turning the hips without having to withdraw or back away from force. This gives
the practitioner the ability to attack without having to retreat.
Note: The wrist can move without the waist. The waist must always move with
the wrist.
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NDN FACTS
1.

There are only two types of fighters.
a.

Strength Fighters – people who rely on muscles to overwhelm
an opponent.
i. Will defeat those who are weaker and less skilled.
ii. Stronger fighter or skilled fighter will overpower or out skill
the strength practitioner.
iii. Strength can only be applied when resistance is present.

b. Skilled fighters – people who utilizes skill to outmaneuver an 		
opponent.
i.

Strength will NOT make the difference when forcing against a
skilled fighter.
ii. Only another more skilled fighter can defeat a skilled fighter.
2.

Center vs. Extremities
a.

Center – the more one is struck in the middle of his/her body, the
more vital the strike, however the pain is less acute.
i.

One can feel weak but not in a lot of pain.

b. Extremities – the further one is struck from the center, the less
vital the attack, however the pain becomes more acute.
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3.

Linear attacks
a.

Fastest
i. Quickest way between two points.
ii. Shortest distance between two points is a straight line.

b. Safest
i. Longest distance given a set length.
ii. Make a string as long as possible... What does it form?
(Hint: a straight line.)
c.

Most Powerful
i. All motion tends to travel in a straight line.
ii. Newton’s Law
1. An object at rest tends to stay at rest.
2. An object in motion tends to stay in motion and in a 		
straight line.

4.

There are only three ways to deal with an attack.
a.

Evade
i.

To move or dodge to avoid contact.

b. Intercept
i. To deflect, parry, absorb, block or make contact one way or
another.
c.

Take the shot
i.

Withstand the strike (get hit).
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5.

There are three factors to make an effective strike.
a.

Where
i.

The placement of the strike determines how much the body
can resist vs. how much damage it will take.
1. Hitting the chest vs. hitting the eye.

b. How
i.

The manner in which one lands the strike.
1. Direct
a. The ability to land with energy behind the strike.
b. Body follows behind the strike.
2. Indirect
a. Impact that creates a slipping or sliding type of force
where the body does not follow behind the strike.
i. Body is parallel to the strike.
ii. Body is trailing behind the strike.

c.

When
i.

The ready stasis of an opponent seeing or expecting a strike.
1. Body is apt to resist impact when ready.
2. Takes more damage when not.

6.

Strength
a.

The greater of the two will win against the other when leverage
is equal.
b. Can only be present when resistance exist
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7.

The Two Gates
a.

Inside
i. All attacks that occur from between the arms.
ii. Attacks from within the ribs are more susceptible for strikes.

b. Outside
i. All attacks that occur from outside the arms.
ii. Attacks from the sides and back are more open for strikes.
8.

Instincts
a.

Basic
i.

Preprogrammed act that is designed to withstand impact.
1. Something you are born with and does not have to be
taught.
2. Can never get rid of this instinct.

b. Natural
i.

Response that comes from training or experience.
1. A teachable act that one can develop.
2. Can overcome the basic instinct when trained well.
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9.

Stances
a.

Because we only have two legs, there are always two strong 		
points and two weak points in any stance we take.
i.

Strength
1. Forces applied on the supporting legs can be enforced
from the floor through rooting ones legs.

ii. Weaknesses
1. Forces applied on the opposite corners of standing legs
will allow the practitioner to lose his/her balance due to
lack of rooting.
10. Habits
a.

Good vs. Bad
i. One can NEVER get rid of bad habits.
ii. One can only bury bad habits by overlapping them with good
habits.

b. When pressure is higher than the skill of a practitioner, bad habits
will always supersede the good habit.
i.

This is why one must train to develop very high skills, so as
the pressure can never be overwhelming to him/her.
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CONCLUSION
By now you probably realize how useful the Ngo Dac Na System is when applied
to any style. Read this book over and over again and let the principles sink
in. Don’t just read, also practice, test and apply these principles in your life
today. We have had many students from various Martial Arts styles completely
refined by these principles, making them better practitioners in their own art.
Last but not least, let us know what you think, if you have any questions and how
we can serve you now and in the future!
You can do so by visiting us at:
www.facebook.com/EnterShaolin or at www.EnterShaolin.com.
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NDN Proverb
Don’t let style define you; let energy refine you.

SPECIAL OFFER
We want to make it simple for you to join our Enter Shaolin family. After
reading this book, if you’re like us... You are left wanting more!
Sifu Phu Ngo has agreed to share all of his knowledge with you. We are talking
about giving you access to family secrets passed down from generation to
generation.
These methods are not only time tested, they are also backed up by Physics
and Nature.
The membership site we built for you will have new lessons added weekly, as
well as weekly webinars and yearly LIVE seminars…
To do this right and give you the BEST… We need your help.. Help us to help
you, by letting us know what you want to learn.
We are here to serve you! Here at Enter Shaolin, we are a family and we THRIVE
on helping each other to GROW in skill and more.
The good news is we are giving you the exclusive opportunity to join our
family with all the perks for only $67 a month!
We also have a yearly option which is like getting 2 1/2 months free and a
lifetime option with great savings overtime plus bonuses that will help increase
your skill!
Click the button below to see what we have for you when you join Enter
Shaolin today!

RESERVE YOUR SPOT

